Letter: On Prop 2, the Legislature rushes to overturn the will
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FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2018

(Leah Hogsten | The Salt Lake Tribune) L-r Speaker Greg Hughes, R-Draper addresses fellow
House members, detailing his proposed medical cannabis bill. Utah legislators voted to
change the Utah Medical Cannabis Act, the bill that officials, Prop 2 opponents and medical
marijuana advocates crafted and pitched as a compromise, Monday, Dec. 2, 2018 during a
special session. Lawmakers voted for an overwritten version of the ballot initiative.
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By Kirsten Park | The Public Forum
In May, I was published in The Tribune imploring our leaders to honor the process that allows
citizens, through a series of arduous steps, to write and put to vote new law. It is our only path
to correct legislative failures.
Through Herculean efforts, propositions for medical cannabis, Medicaid expansion and
redistricting reform all earned a spot on the ballot and won, despite aggressive opposition.
However, many voters are learning that the initiative process, as difficult as it was, can be
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capriciously overridden.
Despite the appearance of giving citizens a path to make law, our Legislature met with
superhuman speed to replace Proposition 2 with a completely different bill. They say they’ve
just made a few tweaks to assure compliance with existing law, but do not misunderstand:
This is a different bill.
It replaces, not adjusts, the one the citizens just approved. It limits access to patients in
several significant ways, dramatically reducing the number of providers who can prescribe
and, arbitrarily, to how many of their patients.
If the Legislature had shown any interest in also reducing opiate prescriptions, I’d charitably
assume it cared, but this thoughtless, punishing replacement has church- and pharmacontrolled involvement written all over it.
Kirsten Park, Salt Lake City
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